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Abstract
A considerable amount of derogatory communication directed towards women has been transmitted through social networking sites in the form of online abuse, which has increased significantly in recent years. Social media is significant in the current technological era. Social media is both promoting gender-based violence, which primarily targets women and girls with disabilities and empowering women by dispelling outdated beliefs and stereotypes. Social media gender-based violence encompasses a range of activities such as uninvited sexual remarks, postings, threats, cyberstalking, tracking, hacking, and stalking. This is due to illiteracy and immature thought processes. Social media has made it possible to spread horrific stories about violent incidents involving women across the nation. In India, gender-based violence is still a major issue. The research holds significance for society as social media plays a major role in the violence against women with disabilities. The current study looks into the effects of gender-based violence on disabled women and how it is promoted on social media. Secondary sources such as newspapers, journals, magazines, texts, the internet, etc. are the basis of the study, and descriptive research formats are used for the analysis. The anticipated outcome would support the various ways that gender-based violence is promoted on social media, which causes socioeconomic hardship for women.
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1. Introduction
As per the United Nations Commission on the Situation with Ladies, (United Nations Commission on the Status of Women, 1996), the portrayal of viciousness against ladies in the media has enormously expanded over the years. Ongoing exploration proposes that ladies are generally portrayed as casualties and sex objects in the media (Cundiff, G. 2013). Depicting ladies along these lines, media using pornography, obscene motion pictures, and music recordings have been found to increment attitudes that are strong of savagery, explicitly sexual viciousness, against ladies (Stankiewicz, J. M., & Rosselli, F. 2008).

Prominently, comparable to viciousness as a general rule, research proposes that the media's portrayal of ladies as sex items and casualties, will in general impact cultural perspectives that tolerate abusive behaviour at home, especially savagery against ladies. (Gavin & Kruis, 2021). Online abuse communicated through social media destinations has expanded significantly as of late (Vera-Gray, 2017) and law enforcement and other social strategy organizations have been delayed in answering the enormous change that has happened because of how people cooperate in the computerized space (Jane, 2017).
Broad communications take a prominent role in the contemporary world, by communicating data at the quickest speed and giving diversion to spread crowds all through the globe generally. They comprise print, television, radio, books, and the Web. The last option is presently the most creative medium; However, in a country such as India, television likewise has a far and wide impact. By making a particular kind of message, media have the capability of controlling individuals' demeanour and feelings. Among all the influences on how we view people, media are the highest pervasive and among the strongest in putting light. Woven all through our day-to-day routines, media change their messages into our awareness every step of the way.

All types of media convey pictures of the genders, a substantial amount of which sustain silliness, unreasonable, restricting discernments. Both genders people are depicted in sound systems in common ways that reflect, and support socially embraced perspectives on orientation (Singh & Singla, 2013). The present period is the time of web-based entertainment whose presence and dynamic inclusion have quickly and generally spread the belief systems for ladies strengthening. Internet-based amusement has evolved into the specialist of social change which helped and upheld ladies' strengthening in different perspectives, for example, preparing consideration of worldwide local areas towards ladies' freedoms and difficulties and generalizations across the globe.

Virtual entertainment has given the stage to discuss issues and difficulties of ladies through web journals, visits, online missions, online conversation discussions, and online networks which are generally not dispersed or engendered by the established (insightstias). Media, such as TV, radio, print, motion pictures, and theatre is an exceptionally strong forming device. Its shape shows how society sees and grasps the world. Whether one proposes media on a miniature or large-scale level, it has the unparalleled ability to look at, convey, instruct and illuminate individuals, spots, and thoughts. aware of its steadily extending nature and job in profoundly shaping society's perspectives on itself, we must consider how media imparts pictures of burdened gatherings; minority gatherings; minimized gatherings and in this occasion, one such gathering is the assessed 13% of crippled South Africans; specifically, handicapped ladies (Independent living institute).

Ladies with handicaps face fundamentally more challenges - in both public and confidential circles - in achieving admittance to sufficient lodging, well-being, schooling, professional preparation and work, and are bound to be regulated. They additionally experience imbalance in employment, advancement rates and pay for equivalent work, admittance to preparing and retraining, credit and other useful assets, and seldom partake in monetary decision-making. Therefore, the research problem for the research study is ladies with handicaps most perilous and prohibited classification in the present society. Hence, it is necessary to have a superior comprehension of their lives to gain ground and to accommodate them in a daily existence more equivalent, and socially comprehensive.
2. Theoretical background of the research

2.1 Gender-based violence

As per the report of UN Women, the most widely recognized structure is verbal abuse [50], trailed by sexual harassment (40%), actual maltreatment (36%), refusal of fundamental necessities (35%), and disavowal of a method for correspondence (30%). Seven of every 10 ladies reviewed accept viciousness against ladies is normal locally.

Gauges demonstrate that there are 700 million ladies and young ladies with handicaps in this present reality. As per UN Women, the typical predominance pace of handicap in the female populace is 19.2 per cent, contrasted with 12% for guys, addressing around one of every five ladies. Despite this big number, ladies and young ladies with handicaps remain to a great extent imperceptible and prohibited from cooperating in choices that influence their lives. This prompts the expanded gamble of orientation-based brutality against them.

According to UNHCR, Gender-based violence is a serious infringement of common freedoms and a hazardous well-being and insurance issue. It is assessed that one out of three ladies will encounter sexual or actual brutality During their lives. During removal and seasons of emergency, the danger of violence against women fundamentally increases for ladies and young ladies.

2.2. Violence against differently abled women

As per census-2001, there are 93.01 lakh ladies with incapacities, which comprise 42.46 per cent of all incapacitated populace. The ladies with handicaps require assurance against exploitation and misuse (Shukla & Singh, 2021).

As per the United Nations organization Violence against ladies and young ladies with incapacities is a critical issue that is connected with both orientation and handicap-based segregation and rejection. Joined, these two components result in a very high gamble of viciousness against young ladies and ladies with
handicaps. Separation towards individuals with handicaps, combined with perspectives towards ladies in male-centric social orders, put ladies and young ladies with incapacities at this expanded gamble for brutality. With handicaps experience a considerable lot of the very types of viciousness that all ladies experience, when orientation and inability meet, brutality has extraordinary structures and causes, and results in remarkable consequences.

Ladies and young ladies with handicaps are especially focused on culprits of savagery due to social prohibition, restricted portability, not having help structures, correspondence obstructions, and negative social discernments. The scope of brutality experienced by ladies and young ladies with incapacities can incorporate physical and sexual savagery, additionally being close to home even though ladies and young ladies verbal abuse. Web and online entertainment can empower activists and others to challenge legends and generalizations and further make new gatherings for the propagation of savagery against ladies.

Online entertainment is an area of strength for a to examine and share sees, and encounters to channel hashtag movements to stop sexual viciousness and oppression of ladies. It is another wilderness to coordinate missions or rallies by ladies' freedom activists to approach and battle for orientation equity. Through online entertainment, ladies across the globe are connected and supporting each other like administrators, government officials, and entrepreneurs for orientation balance. Twitter's hashtag capability specifically permits ladies to effortlessly follow issues that make a difference to them, and fashion alliances given shared worries, from quick private necessities to calls for huge scope social change. E.g.: the #MeToo movement, #SelfieWithDaughter.

Ladies with disabilities are a socially undetectable class. As expressed before their predicament is more terrible than non-handicapped ladies and men with incapacities (Addlakha, 2008). The most rebuffing handicap isn't simply the disposition taken towards them by the general public itself (Das, 2012; Nayak, 2013) however the issue of social prohibition hindrances they face, contingent upon their disabilities.

2.3 Contribution of social media in perpetuating gender-based violence
Social media might be an integral asset and described subsequently a series of web-based administration applications that depend on calculated and the mechanical premise of Web 2.0, taking into consideration the moment when events and trade of client-produced content (Kaplan and Haenlein, 2007). How we utilize the web has changed emphatically, and famous destinations like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram have jumped up accordingly. Individuals associate, make and offer substance on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter are the absolute most famous virtual entertainment organizations.

The review made by Bhagwat and Goutam et al. [3] (2013) states the requirement for person-to-person communication locales in a business. They observed that social innovation is associating individuals in ways of sharing data and different things. From their review, they demonstrate that Facebook is the main Online entertainment organizing webpage. They have likewise given measurable information which shows that virtual entertainment destinations are developing and giving offices to both business associations and individuals. Their standing in a brief time frame is instead of their perquisite in the public arena for correspondence and business too.
Ladies are the most powerless against digital maltreatment like web-based badgering. Expanded consideration of ladies in web-based entertainment frequently makes them the objective of oppressive exercises. This outcome in gendered obstructions for ladies online as in broad daylight places. A review uncovered that 33% of the overviewed ladies quit opinionating on the web because of the feeling of dread toward victimizers. Internet savaging is presently going past the advanced domain, prompting cases like suicides.

A worldwide review saw that 20% of ladies being pestered disconnected accept that that assault was associated with online maltreatment they get (insight is). After knowing enough about gender-based violence against differently abled women and social media now this research study will proceed further and discuss the role of media in increasing gender-based violence via descriptive methodology. So, this section of the paper focuses on the methodology that will be utilized for this research study or investigation.

3. Objective of Study
1. The main purpose of the research study is to understand how social media promotes gender-based violence and its consequences on disabled women.
2. To examine the main causes and reasons behind the differently abled women having to face difficulties in the present time.
3. To explore how socio-economic factors play an important role in crime and violence against differently abled women.
4. Methodology
One way to describe research is a movement that includes finding out, in a pretty much precise way, things you didn't have the foggiest idea" (Walliman and Walliman, 2011, p.7). "Methodology is the philosophical system inside which the examination is led or the establishment whereupon the exploration is based" (Brown, 2006). The research Methodology part of the examination portrays research techniques, approaches, and plans exhaustively featuring those utilized throughout the review, legitimizing my decision and depicting the benefits and drawbacks of each methodology and configuration considering their functional materialness to our exploration.

The research design of the research study is descriptive and is a qualitative study. Data is collected from various secondary sources like journals, periodicals, newspapers, websites, and books and analysed through content analysis. Descriptive research can be made sense of as an explanation of issues as they are at present with the scientist having zero commands over factor. Also, "descriptive investigations might be portrayed as essentially the endeavour to decide, depict or distinguish what is, while logical examination endeavours to lay out why it is like that or how it became Descriptive research is pointed toward illuminating recent concerns or issues through a course of information assortment that empowers them to depict what is going on more totally than was conceivable without utilizing this strategy" (Manjunatha, 2019).

5. Analysis and Discussion
Violence against disabled women through social media is on the rise, which is a huge problem. We are in the era of the internet revolution; every fourth person is connected to social media. There are a lot of women among them. Social media has opened many new avenues on the other hand, for women who are disabled, many evils like violence have arisen. Women with disabilities mostly face abuse, additionally, in troll-like situations, women even close their social media accounts. The above review reveals that violence against 7 out of 10 women is a common practice. Of which seven hundred million are women and girls with disabilities. Women and individuals with disabilities are victims of many types of cruelty through social media. The above data shows that due to cybercrime, women even commit suicide, as well as women working in various sectors, leave their jobs.

Many women's organizations are also working continuously to prevent violence against women. With the increase in the level of education, women are also becoming aware of their rights. Despite this, the cases of violence against women through social media are increasing, the reason for this is the absence of efforts being made by the government somewhere. Abuses, threats, blackmailing, spy cams, obscene messages, and cyberbullying are more prevalent in violence against disabled women through social media. Also, there has been an increase in online harassment and domestic violence. Due to violence by social media, disabled women become weak not only mentally but also physically and economically.

6. Conclusion
In a patriarchal society, a woman is not at liberty to tell anyone about the exploitation she has faced. Social media is a new-age criminal activity directed towards women with disabilities. Crime and abuses are committed against disabled women by, and against by misusing social media, which includes posting photos of women in a wrong way, blackmailing by making obscene messages, making videos, pressuring
them to have sex, etc. In this modern era, the claim that women are given equal rights to men is just a sham. Violence might not be physical, but it hurts mentally as much. The insecurity as well as prejudice against women who are disabled in our society is also being seen in the virtual world of social media.

Women are victims of mistreatment and harassment through social media on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, WhatsApp, and Tick Talk. Not only this, a large number of women from minority and LGBTQ communities are harassed due to their identity. Even if violence takes place on a virtual platform, it is as dangerous as violence in real life. Fake accounts, doxing, cyberstalking, public shaming, hate speech, cyberbullying, and trolling are behind the violence directed towards disabled women through social media. etc. is included. Social media acts as a platform for violence, discrimination, etc. opposed to women who have disabilities. The growing presence of women in social media makes them targets of oppressive activities. Social media has made women with disabilities mentally and emotionally stressed. Due to this, their self-esteem has decreased.

7. Limitations and Future Implications
At the time of research, many difficulties and disappointments have to be faced at every step. Every research has its limitations. This study is descriptive. Despite the paucity of time, an attempt has been made to study them. Through social media, women with disabilities can choose new avenues for themselves and express themselves freely, which can also lead to their economic progress. Women with disabilities can freely choose different careers for themselves through the Internet. Women police cells/women police stations should be set up by the government as needed to prevent violence against disabled women.

Violence directed towards women is generally a tool of social control to keep women in subordinate positions. Women need to do something which helps them to be strong despite being victims, independent in taking any decision, employable, and alert. Women police officers should be recruited at the state level. There is a need to improve the schemes developed for the welfare and rehabilitation of women with disabilities victims and additionally, there is a requirement to emphasize the empowerment of women. Violence against disabled women through social media is increasing day by day, which hinders their socio-economic progress.
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